
MAIN FEATURES OF THE FIVE SECTOR CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL ESSAY

The five-sector circular flow model represents an open economy like Australia's, and demonstrates the important
relationships between the different sectors in.

In the open economy income is used for consumption, savings, tax or spent on imports. All income is
consumed, saved, taxed and now can be used to purchase imports. Let us know! Look at a point on the
diagram and follow the arrows to see where it has come from and where it can go. It can the be further defined
to include two flows, one, a flow of goods and services and the other, a flow of money. They're not intended to
be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. The five parts of the model:
households, firms, finance, Government and overseas sectors work collectively to form the economy.
However, this does not mean that savings has to equal investment only that the total of S plus T plus M equals
the total of I plus G plus X. Research economic current economic conditions in Australia and then see what
affect this can have overall by looking at the sectors flowing to and away from it. In the overseas sector The
main leakage from this sector are imports M , which represent spending by residents into the rest of the world.
All individuals of an economy are consumers. Paid to the government in taxation T e. For more information
on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. The introduction of the government
sector abandons the assumption that there are no government priorities and hence, no taxes or government
expenditure. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new
perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor
Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. Individuals and businesses are
interdependent they are both needed to exist. Taxation is a leakage in the economy and causes a reduction in
the level of economic activity. Put aside for future spending, i. Exports atomic number 18 because a form of
gibe of income into the government note range without use Australian resources to produce them. Exports are
goods and services produced in Australia but sold overseas to overseas customers and increase the size of the
circular flow, as they are injections. The new feature in the five-sector model is the overseas sector that
includes imports and exports - Trade. Eventually however the flow would return to equilibrium but at a lesser
rate and the circular flow would have contracted. As long as leakages are equal to injections, the circular flow
of income continues indefinitely. Five Sector Circular Flow of Income Model Circular flow diagram - five
sectors model Alternative models[ edit ] The progression from the two-sector model to the five sector model
as documented above that is, by starting with households and firms, then successively adding the government
sector, the foreign sector, and the financial sector is common. This allows our team to focus on improving the
library and adding new essays. They are dependent on individuals, as their spending becomes their income to
then spend on producing the goods and services in demand for the consumers.


